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Poll

How would you describe
teenage learners?



Some Characteristics of Today’s Teens

Active

Curious

Creative

Risk Takers

Fun



Imagine you are a teenager:
Your places in your world(s)

• Challenging – but also exciting
• Trying out new roles and activities

• Finding out who you are and your places in their 
world(s)

• Finding out what you are good at and what you love 
doing

• Becoming more independent (“spreading your wings”)  
& making decisions about yourself

• Learning to take risks & solve problems better than 
before

• Feeling sometimes like an adult; sometimes like a 
child

Asking “Who am I?” and Shaping your future!



Poll
What are some activities teens 

DO NOT LIKE to do in class? 



Teens usually don’t like to:

• Memorize lists of vocabulary
• Focus on grammar rules
• Read about things they aren’t interested in
• Be told to be quiet and stop talking to friends
• Be passive
• Never be asked what they know about a topic or for their 

opinions
• Be prevented from using their mobile phones or other 

technology in their activities
• Be asked to sit while others finish



Now, let’s compare this with project work:

• Instead of memorizing vocabulary or grammar rules, they are using them

• Instead of being told to be quiet, they can work together on a project, help 

each other – and talk

• Instead of being passive, they are active and can use technology

• Instead of not being asked what they know or their opinions, they can share 

these while doing the project

• And, they can work until they finish, and if they are done early, they can 

share their project with others who are also done or help others



Teens like activities that are: 
•Meaningful (related to their lives, to what 
they already know)
• Purposeful (language that is used to do things, 

to have real/relevant outcomes)
• Enjoyable (arousing curiosity, sparking interest, 
leading to success)
• Supported (by visuals, actions, gestures, help, 
praise)
• Social (natural interaction and communication 
with others, collaboration, sense of community)

(adapted from C. Read)
AND, Projects can be all of these!



I hear and I forget.
I see and I remember.
I do and I understand.

As Confucius said…





Projects: Experiential Learning

Learning through projects is experiential learning.

Projects are “knowledge in action.” 
(Wrigley, 1998)



As John Dewey said:

“Education is not a preparation for 
life; 

education is life itself.”

Projects bring “life itself” into the 
classroom, and 

provide motivating opportunities 
for learning. 



What makes projects so engaging?
Learners get to:
• Use their imagination: think of themselves in different places, roles, 

jobs 

• Invent things and solve problems

• Create things: brochures, videos, advertisements, comic strips

• Do their own research and demonstrate what they have learned

• Write and talk about themselves, their challenges  and interests

• Share their ideas and work with peers



Poll

What are some successful projects 
you have asked your students to do?

OR 
projects you have seen other teachers use?



Some Successful Projects for Teens
• Writing (with photos, visuals, etc.) a class 

magazine/newsletter/Facebook page/blog
• Reporting on a survey  (with graphs, charts, quotations, etc.)
• Writing and performing skits, songs, raps, etc. 
• Imagined or real interviews with singers, actors, sports 

heroes, role models
• Writing a brochure (maybe on the web) about favorite places, 

sports, foods, etc. to share with another class in another 
city/country with photos and a map

• Designing the perfect English class or school
• Writing a photo-autobiography – a collection of photos with 

captions – for a poster or web page
• Keeping a journal



Projects and 21st Century Skills

Projects provide opportunities for teens to:
Engage in critical thinking

Communicate their ideas

Collaborate with their peers

Use their creativity towards a meaningful goal
(Fernandez, 2018)



Encouraging Creativity & Critical Thinking



Communication and Technology

)



Surveys

Plan and conduct a sleep survey:
• Write 5 questions to find out how well your classmates 

sleep.
• Survey at least 10 classmates.
• Summarize information and present to the class. 

Conduct a survey of your classmates:
•Write questions to find out about your classmates’ online 

activity.
• Conduct the survey and summarize the results.
• Present the results and make recommendations.



Interviews & Mock Interviews

•Partners - Pick a famous person you would like to 
interview. Write questions. Research some answers. 
Role play a TV interview.

• Independently – Interview a person who has lived in 
your neighborhood for a long time. Ask what 
changes have happened. Summarize the interview. 
Find maps & photos and document the changes.



Interviews
Interview a role model:
• Choose a person in your community who is a role model 

for teens.
• Write at least 5 questions to use in your interview. (Ask 

about the person’s life, what obstacles he/she has 
overcome, and how he/she pushed him/herself.)
• Conduct your interview. Then summarize what you 

learned about the person for your classmates. Share a 
photo if possible.

Role play a video interview with a wild animal expert and 
a journalist:
• Talk about the wild animal and the problems it faces.
• If possible, film the interview and share it with the class 

OR role play the interview.



Inventions: Creativity



Inventions: Hybrid Sport

Invent a hybrid sport.
• Choose 2 or 3 sports you like. 
• Think of how to combine them.
• Write rules for your sport.
• Demonstrate or explain your 

sport to the class.



Collaboration
The “Cities Project”

• Students in 3 (later 5) classes in cities around the world
• Met online to decide on what they were interested in knowing about each others’ 

cities
• Decided on topics – museums, interesting sights, etc.
• Worked in small groups – sharing their work with others with the same topic
• Produced tourist brochures for their cities – Chose photos or illustrations and maps, 

and wrote the text

Similar project: A walk around our ____ (city, neighborhood, school, etc.)



Imaginary Journeys
Write a journal entry
• Imagine you are exploring an extreme environment. 
• Write a journal entry about your journey. Describe why you 

are taking it, what equipment you need, and what you 
discover. 
• Read your journal entry to the class.
Design and write a postcard from outer space
• Imagine you took a week-long journey to a place mentioned 

in the unit.
• Write a postcard message about your trip.
• Find a photo of the place and paste it on 1 side of a card, 

with your message on the other.



Communication and Collaboration
Skits

Write and perform a skit
• Research a natural disaster, and find out the best ways to handle it. 
•Write a dialogue between a safety worker and a person that 

he/she is helping to prevent, prepare for, or react to the disaster.
• Perform your skit.

Act out a word (good for vocabulary review)
•Give cards with action verbs to pairs of students.
• They prepare and then act out their verbs for students to guess.



Who am I? 
With Adverbs of Frequency

• Write 7 true sentences about yourself, one each with 
always, usually, often, sometimes, occasionally, 
rarely, and never. Do not sign your name.

• I always
• I usually
• I often
• I sometimes
• I occasionally
• I rarely
• I never

• A monitor collects these and passes them out to 
different people. They read them aloud and everyone 
tries to guess who it is.



Writing Dialogue



What are they thinking?
Write a dialogue.



TED Talks
Everyone loves stories!

Listen to some TED Talks. All of these are stories.
Most begin with “So, I …” which leads into the story

•Think of a story you want to tell
•Talk about it with a partner 
•Decide on the story (or stories) to tell
•Write the brief story
•Video yourselves telling the story
•Present the video to the class



Global Citizenship and Values

A global perspective



Global Education

Learning: 
“about problems and issues which cut across national boundaries” 

“about the interconnectedness of systems—-cultural, ecological, 
economic, political, and technological.” 

“to understand and appreciate our neighbors who have different 
cultural backgrounds from ours; to see the world through the eyes 
and minds of others; and to realize that other people of the world 
need and want much the same things.”

(Tye, 1991, p. 5)





We rely on each other for…

Trade Political Stability    Resources    Sustainability
Protection Innovation   Peace

Communication   Health Energy Aid



Global Education Topics: 
Interconnectedness of the World

Cross-cultural understanding
Protection of the environment

Discrimination and human rights
Elimination of hunger & poverty

Protection of (nonhuman) animals
Peace



Our Windows to the Globe 

• 2 semester project by M. Nagasaki & C. Ray 
(Nagasaki, 2001)
•1st term –Global Studies - students read about world 
problems
•2nd term – Essay Writing – students write essays on 
variety of global issues
•Collected into a booklet – real readings at the 
students’ English level  can be used by another class



Living together: Man and animals



Global Citizens: 
Finding Their Places in the World

• Multicultural Outlook: diverse peoples, customs traditions, and ways of life

• Cultural Connections: connections with their own culture, with other cultures 
and with their peers (and for teenagers, the almost world teenage culture of 
music, fashion, etc.)

• Communication Connections: through interaction face-to-face and online and 
through social media (Facebook, blogs, apps, etc.)

• Environmental Connections: caring about vanishing habitat for animals and 
plants, less green space, misunderstood animals, pollution, rising sea water 

• Social Responsibility and Valuing Others’ Lives: parents, elders, animals (4-
legged heroes)



Reading the word is dependent on
reading the world.

Paulo Freire



Why Use Projects?

Poll
What are some benefits of using 

projects in your classes?



Characteristics of Successful Projects
While projects vary a great deal in form and language expectations, all 
projects share the following. They:

• Have a real or authentic audience
• Result in new information for the learners
• Involve an exchange of information among learners
• Require a specific product to be developed and shared in English 
• Involve multiple ways of obtaining and sharing results   (Internet 

research, interviews, field trips, etc.)

NOTE: Projects can be short or long, simple or complex.



Tips for Effective Projects for Teens 

•Get to know your students’ interests and lives & 
provide relevant projects
•Offer a variety of types of projects with different 
products 
•Make them challenging – and more challenging over 
time
•Give them a choice



The Importance of Choice 

• Inspires curiosity and creativity
•Motivates and gives learners a sense of ownership 
•Engages students with different interests
•Supports different learning styles
•Encourages collaboration & communication
•Enables learners with different English language 
proficiency to succeed



Ways to Provide Choice

• Working alone, in pairs or groups

• Offering different types of projects

• Letting students suggest projects or modifying them

• Providing different ways for students to share their projects



Different Artistic & Written Genres
• Create a comic strip about food waste.
•Write a biography of a local artist.
•Write and perform a skit about a natural disaster & the best 

ways to act in it.
•Write a news article about animals that have helped save 

human lives.
•Make a biographical poster about a scientist who discovered 

connections to our human origins.
•Write an advice column about a problem young people face.
• Plan and write a blog entry about reducing our environmental 

footprint.



Projects for
Different Learning Styles

Linguistic/Verbal: write a blog about living in a place that is light for more 
than 2 months; advertise an app
Mathematical/Logical: survey peers about sleep habits and summarize 
results; create a timeline of the history of a performing art 
Interpersonal/Social: interview a classmate or teacher about identity and 
write a profile; hold an eco-friendly fashion show
Personal: tell your own visual story about a cause or a person that is 
important to you
Kinesthetic: perform a skit about teen lives in the past; hold an eco-friendly 
fashion show
Musical: interview classmates about favorite musicians; discuss traditional 
instruments and ways they might be combined with modern music
Naturalist: create a brochure for a conservation organization; write a news 
article on animals who have saved human lives



Dealing with limited time: Modify
• Eliminate one of the steps: For example, rather than having students 

identify websites for their research, provide them with a list of those to 
use in their research. If they need pictures or maps of places or other 
visuals, help them locate these.
• Reduce the number of individuals to interview 
• Increase the number of students in a group
• Divide up tasks: suggest roles 

Be sure to schedule time for sharing projects 
and for discussion, questions, and feedback

If class is large, report back in groups



Provide Roles in Groups
Coordinator: 
• Keeps everyone on track; coordinates tasks

Time Manager: 
• Allocates time for the tasks

Resource Manager/Organizer: 
• Makes sure resources are available.

Recorder: 
• Takes notes for the group & oversees final product

Presenter: 
• Explains the project to the class (though all might have some role)



Steps in a Project
• Selecting a topic
• Planning the research and the way the results will be presented (a 

poster, a collage, a graph, a mini-book, a page in a big book, a mask, a 
puppet, etc.)
• Doing the research
• Developing the product
• Sharing the product and results with others
• Reflecting on the experience
• Evaluating the project (Self- and peer-)



What is the teacher’s role?

• To monitor
• To facilitate
• To make sure students understand 
• To help with language when needed
• To provide resources (access to information)
• To provide time for students to share their final product or 

presentation

When students make language mistakes, 
note them and deal with them later; don’t interrupt



Benefits of Projects
Projects:
• Encourage learner independence
• Promote critical thinking
• Provide ways for teens to apply what they are learning (vocabulary, 

grammar, etc.)
• Help link class with home and community
• Support learning in other classes
• Encourage creativity and communication
• Make learning more enjoyable
• Appeal to different learning styles & talents
• Bring real life into the classroom and bring the classroom to life

…And They Are Fun!



Benefits of Projects for Language Learning

• Build on previous language activities
• Require authentic use of English
• Integrate skills (Listening, Speaking, Reading, Writing)
• Connect classroom with the wider world

Bring the world into the classroom
Take learners outside the classroom to the world

• Make learning meaningful and purposeful
• Challenge learners to use English in new ways



Projects as Wrap Ups
Summarize what you have learned using one of these forms:

A rap
A song

A news article
A news flash or report

An ad
An advice column

NOTE:  You can use these as a different way to review/summarize after a unit or 
instead of a traditional quiz.



Projects:
Knowledge in Action!

Less Teaching:
More Learning!
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